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1. Objectives of analysis 

Deaggregate seismic hazard for the 10.4, 10.5, and 10.6 mean Uniform Hazard Response 
Spectra (UHRS) developed in the base rock hazard calculation (no CA V) for the PSEG 
Site (Ref. 1). Results showing percent contribution by magnitude and distance for the 
three hazard levels will be presented for 1 +2.5 Hz and 5+ 10Hz using 10 km and 35 km 
bins. 

2. Inputs 

Base Rock Seismic Hazard Calculation (no CA V) at the PSEG Site 

Mean UHRS (see Table I below) developed from the base rock hazard calculation (no 
CA V) at the PSEG Site (Ref. 1) are the main inputs to the deaggregation calculation. The 
base rock seismic hazard calculation includes the full CEUS SSC (Ref. 2); including all 
background sources (Mmax and Seismotectonic sources) and repeated large-magnitude 
earthquake (RLME) sources (see Table 2 from Ref. 1 below). Table 2 includes an 
additional source (AHEX-E) that was created for the small area where the PSEG regional 
study area extends outside the CEUS SSC boundary. This additional source was included 
in the base rock seismic hazard calculation (Ref. 1), using information from the updated 
CEUS SSC catalog developed in Ref. 3. 

Ground Motions 

The 2004 EPRI ground motion model is used for all CEUS SSC sources as documented 
in Ref. 4. Revised standard deviations (sigmas) are used in the ground motion equations 
in accordance with Abrahamson and Boomer, 2006 (Ref. 5). 

Additional Inputs (Plant Start Time) 

The plant start date in the CEUS SSC (Ref.2) was updated for the PESG Site based on 
Ref. 6 during the base rock seismic hazard calculation (Ref. 1), and required calculating 
new Brownian passage time (BPT) rates for the Charleston and New Madrid Fault 
System (NMFS) RLME sources. For the Charleston RLME source, the update was done 
by updating a source file. For the NMFS RLME source, the update required applying a 
scaling factor to the total hazard from this source to determine a new total hazard (see 
discussion in Section 6). 

Table I.Mean UHRS values for rock seismic hazard at the PSEG Site (Ref. 1) 

Mean UHRS (SA in g) 

Freq. 10.4 Mean 10.5 Mean 

0.5 0.0411 0.124 
1 0.0563 0.161 

2.5 0.114 0.373 
5 0.196 0.700 
10 0.285 1.07 
25 0.411 1.61 
100 0.149 0.591 

10.6 Mean 

0.289 
0.437 
1.05 
1.92 
2.94 
4.69 
1.65 
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Table 2. CEUS SSC Seismic Sources Used in the PSEG Base Rock Calculation (Ref. 1) 

CEUS SSC Study Region (STUDY-R) 

Mesozoic-and-Younger Extension - Wide (MESE-W) 

Mmax Mesozoic-and-Younger Extension - Narrow (MESE-N) 

Non-Mesozoic-and-Younger Extension - Wide (NMESE-W) 

Non-Mesozoic-and-Younger Extension - Narrow (NMESE-N) 

Atlantic Highly Extended Crust (AHEX) 

Atlantic Highly Extended Crust - East (AHEX-E)l 

Extended Continental Crust - Atlantic Margin (ECC-AM) 

Extended Continental Crust - Gulf Coast (ECC-GC) 

Background 
Gulf Coast Highly Extended Crust (GHEX) 

Sources Great Meteor Hotspot (GMH) 

Illinois Basin Extended Basement (I BE B) 

Seismotecton ic 
Midcontinent-Craton (MIDC-A, MIDC-B, MIDC-C, and MIDC-
D) 

Northern Appalachian (NAP) 

Oklahoma Aulacogen (OKA) 

Paleozoic Extended Crust - Wide (PEZ-W) 

Paleozoic Extended Crust - Narrow (PEZ-N) 

Reelfoot Rift (RR) 

Reelfoot Rift with Rough Creek Graben (RR-RCG) 

St. Lawrence Rift (SLR) 

Charleston (CHARLESTON) 

Charlevoix (CHARLEVOIX) 

Cheraw (CHERAW) 

Meers (MEERS) 

RLME Sources Reelfoot Rift - Central Fault System (NMFS)2 

Reelfoot Rift - Eastern Rift Margin (ERM-N and ERM-S) 

Reelfoot Rift - Marianna (MARIANNA) 

Reelfoot Rift - Commerce (COMMERCE) 

Wabash Valley (WABASH VALLEY) 

Notes: 
1. AHEX-E is an additional seismic source created for the small area where the PSEG regional study 

area extends outside the CEUS SSC study boundary (STUDY-R). Source parameters were taken 
from the AHEX source (Ref. 2) as well as additional information from the updated CEUS SSC 
catalog developed in Ref. 3. 

2. The Reelfoot Rift - Central Fault System is made up of the New Madrid North fault (NMN), the 
New Madrid South fault (NMS) and the Reelfoot Thrust (RFT). These sources are combined into 
one RLME source that is called the New Madrid Fault System (NMFS). 
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3. Literature search and background information 

Literature pertinent to this calculation as cited in the text and shown in the References 
listing at the end of this text was reviewed. 

4. Assumptions and basis 

No assumptions were made that require later verification. 

5. Computer calculations 

Program name: FRISK88Suite Ver. 3.53-01 
The FRISK88Suite contains the following components: 
ExcdTbl, Epri2003AtnEqns, PREP88, FRISK88, POST88, 
and MRE88 
POST88 Ver. 3.54-00 was used instead ofPOST88 Ver. 
3.53-01 

Program name: CLUSTER Ver. 20b (see Appendix B of Ref. 1 for project
specific verification and validation of software) 

All electronic files for this calculation are included in Ref. 7. 

6. Hand calculations 

The calculation directory structure for the PSEG Site base rock deaggregation calculation 
is shown in Appendix A (see Ref. 7 for all calculation files). 

Modifying Source Inputs 

The starting point for the deaggregation calculation is to copy the base rock hazard 
calculation files for the PSEG Site from Ref. 1 (e.g. copy the src tree Jiles and 
PSEG rock NoCAV directories from Ref. 1). The deaggregation calculations are done 
for 104

, 10-\ and 10-6 mean UHRS developed from the base rock hazard calculation for 
distance bins of 10 km and 35 km. Therefore, six copies of the PSEGJock_NoCAV 
directory are needed, one for each hazard level and distance bin combination (e.g. 
PSEGJock_NoCAV_deagg_le-*_ *km). The basic input files (e.g. *.att, *.list, *.tmp, 
* .SRC, and * .tree) from the base rock hazard calculation do not change, except as noted 
below. 

Updating *.att files 

The * .att files in the atten directory of each deaggregation directory are modified as 
follows: On the second line, set parameter LPRINT to -1, which instructs FRISK88 to 
print magnitude, distance, and epsilon (ground motion residual) distributions for 
deaggregation (create * .MRD files for MRE88). On the third line, set NLEI to 3 and list 
the 10-4

, 10-5
, and 10-6 ground motions (by frequency) in Table 1, set parameter lEX to 

reference the correct amplitude for the specific deaggregation (1 = 10-4,2 = 10-5
, 

3 = 10-6
), set parameter IDIS to 1 to indicate that the log1 0 mean distance is calculated, 

and set parameter DR_MRE to the correct distance bin size (10 km or 35 km) used in the 
magnitude-distance-epsilon distribution. For deaggregation purposes, the epsilon 
distribution is developed from an epsilon of -2 to +4 with 0.2 epsilon bin sizes. However, 
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in computation of the hazard, there is no truncation on epsilon (numerical truncation 
occurs at epsilons of 10000). 

Create Deagg Directory and *.MRl Files 

In each of the deaggregation calculation directories (e.g. PSEGJock_NoCAV_deagg_le
*_ *km) a Deagg directory is created that stores input files for program MRE88. These 
input files (* .MRI files) list the * .MRD files that are output from FRIKS88 for all 
sources. Weights for the NMFS sources are required in the * .MRI files and the 
calculation of these weights is described below. 

Updating Plant Start Time and Recurrence Rates 

The CEUS SSC (Ref. 2) assumes a plant start date of2011 and plant exposure time (dt) 
of 60 years. For the PSEG Site, the plant start time is 2021.5, and the plant exposure time 
remains the same (60 years) (Ref. 6). The BPT Renewal Model used to calculate 
recurrence rates for the Charleston (source CHNARROW) and NMFS (sources NMN, 
NMS, and RFT) RLMEs (Ref. 2) is dependent on the plant start time and exposure time. 
Therefore, the recurrence rates for these sources were recalculated in Ref. 1 in the 
spreadsheet PSEG _BPT Jates _with _ comparison.xlsm (Ref. 1). The updated recurrence 
rates for the Charleston RLME were updated in the CHNARROW.SRC file for the base 
rock seismic hazard calculation at the PSEG Site (Ref. 1), and therefore, no additional 
steps are required for the deaggregation calculation. 

The recurrence rates used for the NMFS RLME sources (NMN, NMS, and RFT) are not 
located in the source files for these sources but are instead hard coded into the program 
CLUSTER (see Appendix B of Ref. 1 for further description of program). The rates that 
CLUSTER uses for the NMFS sources are the rates from the CEUS SSC (Ref. 2). For the 
base rock seismic hazard calculation (Ref. 1), updated rates were calculated in the 
spreadsheet PSEG _BPT Jates _with _ comparison.xlsm (Ref. 1). These rates were then 
compared to the rates used in CLUSTER and the percent difference between the rates 
was determined (on sheet NMFS Factor), creating a scaling factor that could be applied 
to the total hazard from the NMFS sources that came out of the rock hazard calculation 
(Ref. 1 )The scaling factor computed in Ref. 1 will be applied to the total hazard from the 
NMFS sources that come out of the deaggregation calculations (see discussion below). 

CALCULA nON PROCEDURE: 

Part A - Re-run FRISK88 for all sources (and CLUSTER and POST88 for New 
Madrid Sources) 

The following steps are performed in each of the deaggregation directories (e.g. 
PSEGJock_NoCAV_deagg_le-*_ *km) 

1. Double-check that * .att files in the atten directory have been updated as described 
above. 

The following steps (Steps 2-7) are performed using specific batch files in the 
Background directory and each of the RLME directories. An alternative way to perform 
the calculations is to run a single batch file (run_all_PSEG_by_src_deagg.bat) in the 
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main directory that executes these steps in the Background and each of the RLME 
directories avoiding running individual batch files in each source directory. 

2. Run the wipe_out_local_files.bat file. This deletes any old files in the seven spectral 
frequency subdirectories, eliminating any chance of using old files during the 
calculation. 

3. Run the MGR batch file (runmgr* .BAT). This batch file copies over the 
corresponding * .src and * .tree files from the src _tree JIles directory. * .MAS files for 
each source are generated in the seven spectral frequency subdirectories. The * .MAS 
files are then used by PREP88 to generate * .INP files for FRISK88 and produces 
batch files to run FRISK88 in each frequency subdirectory (e.g. 
Charleston _ H _1 HZ _ BA T). 

4. Run the FRISK88 batch file (runfrisk* .BA T) to generate * .FRAC and * .MRD files 
for each individual source at the seven spectral frequencies. 

5. For the NMFS RLME only (NMFS directory), the batch file runcluster.bat needs to 
be run after running FRISK88. Cluster calculates the rates for each of the NMFS 
faults (NMN, NMS, RFT) and creates a new NEWMAD _ * .CRPT and 
NEWMAD _ * .HCUR file that is used by POST88. No other RLME requires the use 
of this program. 

6. For the NMFS RLME only (NMFS directory), run the POSTINP batch file 
(runpostinpNMFS.bat) to generate * .IN2 files in each of the seven spectral frequency 
subdirectories 

7. For the NMFS RLME only (NMFS directory), run the POST88 batch file 
(runpostNMFS.BA T) to generate a combined NMFS.frac file for the NMFS RLME 
source. 

Applying New Madrid Scaling Factor and Determining Weights for * .MRI Files 

Once FRISK88, CLUSTER, and POST88 have been re-run for the NMFS RLME source, 
the scaling factor determined for the updated recurrence rates as a result of the updated 
plant start time needs to be applied to the total hazard (as discussed above). This scaling 
factor is applied in spreadsheet NewMadConv _PSEG.xls in Ref. 7. The * .frac file for 
each source of the NMFS RLME (NMN, NMS, and RFT) is imported to the 
corresponding sheet for each frequency. The NMFS.frac file for each frequency is also 
imported to sheet NMFSfrac. In column T of sheet NMFSfrac, the scaling factor for the 
NMFS sources determined in Ref. 1 is applied to the total mean hazard from the NMFS 
sources. 

Once the scaled total hazard for the NMFS sources is determined, a weighting factor for 
the individual NMFS faults is determined. This is calculated in column H on sheet 
NMFS_Factor in spreadsheet NewMadConv_PSEG.xls in Ref. 7. The weighting factor 
for the individual NMFS fault * .MRD files is the ratio of the total scaled NMFS mean 
hazard to the sum of the individual faults. This weight (determined for each of the seven 
spectral frequencies and three ground motions) is entered into the corresponding *.MRI 
file in each of the Deagg directories. 
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Part B - Run MRE88 

The following steps are performed in each of the deaggregation directories (e.g. 
PSEG Jock_ NoCA V_ deagg_l e-* _ *km) 

1. Double-check that * .mri files in the Deagg directory have been updated with the 
correct NMFS weights as described above. 

2. Run the run_all_PSEG_mre88.bat file. This batch file runs MRE88 in the Deagg 
directory. MRE88 uses master input files (* .MRI) and outputs master output files 
(* .MRO), multiple other text files that tabulate bivariate distributions of 
magnitude, distance, and epsilon (ground motion residuals), and plot files (* .csh 
and * .plt) to generate graphs and plots. 

Note: Program MRE88 not only combines deaggregation tables from program 
FRISK88 for multiple sources at a given frequency, it also can combine those for 
multiple frequencies to develop normalized deaggregations. The combination 
feature was applied to produce 1 +2.5 Hz and 5+ 10Hz plots in this calculation. 

POST-PROCESSING WITH EXCEL 

Deaggregation results are presented in the EXCEL file 
Total_Rock_Hazard_NoCAV _PSEG_Deagg.xls in the main calculation directory (see 
Ref. 7). Deaggregation calculations follow guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.208 (Ref. 8). 

1. Magnitude-distance distributions for the 1+2.5 Hz and 5+ 10Hz deaggregations at 
each hazard level (files h_1hz+2p5hz_1e* _*km_mr.txt and 
h_5hz+l0hz_1e* _ *km_mr.txt) are imported to the above EXCEL file on the 
corresponding named sheets. 

2. Data from the 10 and 35 km deaggregations are combined on sheets deagg_1e*, 
cells A3 through 169 (1 +2.5 Hz data) and columns N3 through V69 (5+ 10Hz 
data) such that there is no overlap or double counting. 10 km bin data are used for 
distances less than 350 km and 35 km bin data are used for distances greater than 
350 km. 

3. Mean magnitudes and distances are calculated for all R (cells K66 and K69 for 
1+2.5 Hz and cells X66 and X69 for 5+10 Hz), R < 100 km (cells K6 and K9 for 
1+2.5 Hz and cells X6 and X9 for 5+10 Hz), and R > 100 km (cells K42 and K45 
for 1 +2.5 Hz and cell X42 and X45 for 5+ 10Hz), as well as the percent 
contribution from distances greater than 100 km (cell 172 for 1 +2.5 Hz and cell 
vn for 5+ 10Hz). Mean distances are calculated as 10A (mean(loglO(R))), where 
R represents the center point ofthe distance bins. 

4. Deaggregation results by magnitude-distance bin for 1 +2.5 Hz and 5+ 10Hz at the 
respective hazard level are calculated in column B through I, rows 78 through 85 
(1 +2.5 Hz) and column 0 through V, rows 78 through 85 (5+ 10Hz) following the 
method in Regulatory Guide 1.208 (Ref. 8). 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS: 

Deaggregation results of the base rock seismic hazard calculation at the PSEG Site (Ref. 
I) by magnitude-distance bin for I +2.5 Hz and 5+ 10Hz at the 10-\ 10-5

, and 10-6 hazard 
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levels are presented in Tables 3 through 8. Mean magnitudes and distances for all R, R < 
100 km, R > 100 km, and percent contribution from distances greater than 100 km are 
shown in Figures 1 through 6 and are summarized in Table 9 (Note: in Figures 1 through 
6, magnitude is moment magnitude (M)). The peaks around 1300 km correspond with the 
NMFS RLME source. The Charleston RLME source is ~ 660-980 km from the PSEG 
Site and the Charlevoix RLME source is ~ 930-1050 km from the PSEG Site. These 
sources do not show up on the deaggregation plots due to their low percent contribution, 
except for the 1 +2.5 Hz 10-4 plot (Figure 1). 

Mean magnitudes and distances for all R, R < 100 km, and R > 100 km are summarized 
in Table 9. For 1+2.5 Hz at the 10-4

, 10-5
, and 10-6 hazard levels, the contribution of 

earthquakes at distances greater than 100 km is between 3% and 36% (see data tables in 
Figures 1,3 and 6), therefore, the low-frequency controlling earthquakes are calculated 
using magnitude-distance bins greater than distances of 100 km. At the 10-6 hazard level, 
the 3% is below the 5% criterion in Ref. 8, suggesting that the mean magnitude and 
distance contributing to the overall hazard could be adopted instead to develop the 
controlling earthquake at the low frequency for that hazard level. However, to avoid 
over-driving the soil column, the low-frequency controlling earthquake will be based on 
the mean magnitude-distance bin contributing to the hazard for earthquakes at distances 
greater than 100 km. The high-frequency controlling earthquakes are calculated using 
magnitude-distance bins at all distances. The light- and dark-gray cells in Table 9 indicate 
the high- and low-frequency controlling earthquakes, respectively. 

Note that the 10-5 and 10-6 high frequency recommended mean distances of 12 and 9 km 
(Table 9), respectively, inherently have limited precision due to the fact that with 10 km 
bins, most of the contribution for these mean distances is coming from the two bins 
centered at 5 and 15 km. 

The deaggregation results will be used as input in a future High and Low Frequency 
horizontal spectra calculation at the PSEG Site. 

Table 3. 10-4 UHRS 1 +2.5 Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(km) 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 

0-20 8.6% 7.2% 3.9% 1.8% 3.8% 2.6% «0.1% «0.1% 
20-40 3.7% 5.9% 4.7% 2.4% 0.7% 0.2% «0.1% «0.1% 
40-60 0.8% 1.9% 2.8% 2.1% 0.7% 0.2% <0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 0.2% 1.0% 2.2% 1.5% 0.8% 0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 <0.1% 0.4% 1.1% 1.4% 0.7% 0.2% «0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 <0.1% 0.8% 2.5% 3.4% 1.9% 0.5% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 «0.1% 0.1% 0.6% 1.3% 0.9% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
> 300 «0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 1.5% 3.9% 13.8% 4.1% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 
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Table 4. 10-4 UHRS 5+ 10Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(km) 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 
0-20 19.9% 10.7% 4.5% 1.7% 0.6% 0.2% «0.1% «0.1% 
20-40 11.7% 10.1% 5.7% 2.5% 0.7% 0.2% «0.1% «0.1% 
40-60 2.6% 3.1% 3.1% 2.0% 0.7% 0.2% <0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 0.5% 1.4% 2.0% 1.2% 0.6% 0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 0.3% 0.7% 1.0% 1.0% 0.5% 0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 0.3% 1.1% 2.2% 2.4% 1.2% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 <0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 0.3% 0.2% <0.1% «0.1% 
>300 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.3% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 

Table 5. 10-5 UHRS 1 +2.5 Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(km) 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 

0-20 7.9% 14.0% 14.2% 9.0% 3.9% 1.6% <0.1% «0.1% 
20-40 0.7% 3.1% 6.4% 6.5% 3.3% 1.0% <0.1% «0.1% 
40-60 <0.1% 0.4% 1.7% 2.9% 1.9% 0.7% <0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 «0.1% <0.1% 0.7% 1.2% 1.3% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.8% 0.8% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 «0.1% <0.1% 0.4% 1.3% 1.4% 0.8% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3% <0.1% «0.1% 
>300 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.9% 5.9% 2.8% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 

Table 6. 10-5 UHRS 5+ 10Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(km) 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 
0-20 24.0% 22.5% 15.8% 8.4% 2.9% 0.6% <0.1% «0.1% 
20-40 2.0% 3.9% 5.2% 4.7% 2.3% 0.7% <0.1% «0.1% 
40-60 <0.1% 0.3% 0.8% 1.3% 0.9% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.2% <0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 «0.1% <0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 
>300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 
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Table 7. 10-6 UHRS 1 +2.5 Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(km) 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 

0-20 2.7% 10.0% 20.0% 22.2% 12.1% 3.6% 0.2% «0.1% 
20-40 <0.1% 0.5% 2.8% 6.5% 6.2% 2.8% 0.2% «0.1% 
40-60 «0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 1.3% 1.8% 1.3% 0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 0.8% 0.5% <0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% <0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 
>300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% 0.7% 0.6% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 

Table 8. 10-6 UHRS 5+ 10Hz deaggregation - percent contribution by Magnitude
Distance bin 

Distance Magnitude 
(kml 5.25 5.75 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 
0-20 13.7% 20.5% 22.9% 18.6% 9.0% 2.5% 0.2% «0.1% 
20-40 0.1% 0.6% 1.8% 3.3% 3.1% 1.6% 0.1% «0.1% 
40-60 «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 0.5% <0.1% «0.1% 
60-80 «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% 0.1% 0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 
80-100 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 
100-200 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% <0.1% «0.1% 
200-300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 
>300 «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% «0.1% 

Note: Magnitude is moment magnitude (M). The symbol "«" indicates the percent 
contribution is <0.01 % 
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PSEG: 1 Hz+2.S Hz, 10-4 

MeanM 
Mean R(km) 

AllR 
6.6 
68 

R < 100km R> 100km 

• E: 2+ 

• E: 1 to 2 
D E: 0 to 1 

• E: -1 to 0 

• E:-2to-1 

6.2 7.3 
21 540 

Percent Contribution: 36% 

Figure 1. Mean 10-4 deaggregation plot for 1 +2.5 Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. E 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_rock_NoCAV _deagg_ Ie-4_35km\Deagg\h_Ihz+2p5hz_ le4_35km.mro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deagg~lots\jpg_fiIes_mre\h_1 hz+2p5hz_ l e4_35km_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_1 e4 in Excel file Total_Rock _Hazard _NoCA V _PSEG _ Deagg.xlsx 
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PSEG: 5 Hz+ 10 Hz, 10-4 

Mean M 
Mean R(km) 

AllR 

• • 
0 

• • 

R < 100 km R> 100 km 
5.9 5.8 6.7 
27 22 180 

Percent Contribution: 10% 

£: 2+ 

£: 1 to 2 

£: Oto 1 

£: -1 to 0 

E: -2 to -1 

Figure 2. Mean 10-4 deaggregation plot for 5+ 10Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. E 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_rock_NoCAV _deagg_1 e-4_35 km\Deagg\h_5 hz+ I Ohz_ Ie4_35km.mro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deagg~lots\iPLfiles_mre\h_5hz+IOhz_le4_35km_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_l e4 in Excel file Total_Rock _Hazard _ NoCA V _PSEG _ Deagg.xlsx 
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PSEG: 1 Hz+2.5 Hz, 10-5 

MeanM 
Mean R(km) 

AllR R < 100 km R > 100 km 
6.6 6.4 
27 16 

• • 
L 

• • 

7.6 
566 

Percent Contribution: 15% 

€: 2+ 

€: 1 to 2 

€: Oto 1 

€: -1 to 0 

€:-2to-l 

Figure 3. Mean 10-5 deaggregation plot for 1+2.5 Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. £ 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_TOCk_NoCAV _deagg_ le-5_35km\Deagg\h_ l hz+2p5hz_ le5_35km.rnro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deagg~lots\ipg_fiIes_mre\h_lhz+2p5hz_le5_35km_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_ le5 in Excel file Total_Rock_Hazard_NoCAV _PSEG_Deagg.xlsx 
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PSEG: 5 Hz+ 10 Hz, 10-5 

MeanM 
Mean R(Ian) 

AllR R < 100 Ian R > 100 Ian 
6.0 6.0 
12 12 

Percent Contribution: 

7.1 
144 
1% 

• • 
D 

• • 

8: 2+ 

8: 1 to 2 

8: Oto 1 

8: -1 to 0 

8:-2to-l 

Figure 4. Mean 10-5 deaggregation plot for 5+ 10Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. E 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_rock_NoCAV _deagg_le-S_3Skm\Deagg\h_Shz+IOhz_ leS_3Skm.mro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deagg-'plots~pg_files_mre\h_Shz+ 10hz_ I eS_3Skm_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_IeS in Excel file Total_Rock_Hazard_NoCAV _PSEG_Deagg.xlsx 
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PSEG: 1 Hz+2.S Hz, 10-6 

MeanM 
Mean R(km) 

AllR R < 100 km R> 100 km 
6.7 6.7 7.7 
13 12 425 

Percent Contribut ion: 3% 

• £: 2+ 

• £: 1 to 2 

0 £: o to 1 

• £: -1 to 0 

• £: -2 to -1 

Figure 5. Mean 10.6 deaggregation plot for 1 +2.5 Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. £ 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_rock_NoCAV _deagg_ Ie-6_35km\Deagg\h_ lhz+2p5hz_le6_35km.mro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deaggylots\jpg_files_mre\h_ lhz+2p5hz_le6_35km_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_ le6 in Excel file Total_Rock_Hazard_NoCAV _PSEG_Deagg.xlsx 
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PSEG: 5 Hz+ 10 Hz, 10-6 

MeanM 
Mean ROan) 

AllR R < \00 Ian R > 100 Ian 

6.3 6.3 7.S 
9 9 130 

Percent Contribution: 0.1 % 

• £: 2+ 

• £: 1 to 2 

0 £: o to 1 

• £: -1 to 0 

• £:-2to-l 

Figure 6. Mean 10-6 deaggregation plot for 5+ 10Hz. Magnitude is moment magnitude. E 

= Epsilon. 

Figure source: data in file PSEG_rock_NoCA V _deagg_le-6_3Skm\Deagg\h_Shz+ I Ohz_le6_3Skm.mro is 
plotted in file PSEG_deaggylots\jpg_fiIes_mre\h_Shz+ 1 Ohz_l e6_3Skm_mre.jpg 

Table source: worksheet deagg_ le6 in Excel file Total_Rock_Hazard_NoCAV _PSEG_Deagg.xlsx 
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Table 9. PSEG Site High Frequency and Low Frequency controlling earthquakes 

Structural Frequency 

Note: Light-gray cells indicate HF controlling earthquakes and dark-gray cells indicate LF controlling 
earthquakes. 
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Appendix A 

Calculation directory structure for the base rock hazard calculation at the PSEG Site (see 
Ref. 7 for all calculation files) 

Rock]ull_CEUS_SSC_Run _NoCA V _Deagg 
PSEG _ deagg_plots 

jpg_files _ mre 
h _ *hz+*hz _1 e* _ *km _ mre.jpg 

PSEGJock_NoCAV _deagg_1e-* _*km 
atten 

CRAT F H *.ATT 
CRIFT AF H *ATT 

- --
CRIFT F H *.ATT 
GCRAT A H *.ATT 

Background 
h *hz 

*.MRD 
mmax 
polygons 
xyab 
Background.list 
Background. tmp 
runfriskBKG.bat 
runmgrBKG.bat 
runmgrfriskBKG . bat 
wipe_outJocal_files.bat 

Charleston 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Charlevoix 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Cheraw 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Commerce 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Deagg 

ERM-N 

*.csh 
*.mri 
*.mro 
*mr.txt 
runMRE88-all-log. bat 
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ERM-S 

*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Marianna 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

Meers 

NMFS 

*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 
runcluster. bat 
runmgrfriskclusterpostinppostNMFS. bat 

Wabash_Valley 
*.LIST 
*.TMP 
*.BAT 

run_allY SEG _by _src _ deagg. bat 
run all PSEG mre88.bat 
wipe outJzles.bat 

src tree files 
*.SRC 
*.TREE 
P*.TREE 

NewMadConv PSEG.xls 
TotaC Rock_Hazard _ NoCA V_PSEG _Deagg.xlsx 
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CALCULATION 0360-RAI-061-3 SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES 

ELECTRONIC FILES FOR DEAGGREGATION OF BASE ROCK HAZARD CALCULATION 
FOR THE PSEG SITE 

Contained in zip file titled "Calc 0360-RAI-061-3 SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES (2047-
ACR-069)" 

No paper printout 
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